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We didn’t take full 
advantage of volatility
The Creditflux CLO Census found that CLO arrangers and investors were more bullish than 
managers, who accepted they could have done more to capitalise on loan volatility late last year

by Sayed Kadiri
research Dan Davies, Acuris 

C
LO issuers crave volatility in the 
loan market, but they’re the first 
to admit that the industry as a 
whole did not capitalise when 

loan prices slumped in December and 
through the early part of Q1. 

As part of our biggest-ever CLO Census, 
with 201 responses, we asked market 
participants whether CLO managers took 
advantage as US loan prices dropped 
to 93.84 in December, according to the 
S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index. 62% of 
managers answered no and they were in 
good company, with 67% of all respondents 
answering in the same way. 

In general, our census found that CLO 
managers have differing views to those of 
CLO arrangers and investors. For example, 
we asked what the biggest risk to the CLO 
market was and 38% of managers thought 
loan defaults was the primary concern — a 
perspective shared by CLO service provid-
ers (45%). But underwriters and investors 
seemingly had more faith in managers 
being able to avoid defaults. Instead, they 
shared the opinion that loan downgrades 
are the most worrisome threat.

Libor/Euribor replacements was another 
divisive issue, with 59% of CLO managers 
citing this as a concern, with another 7% 
being very concerned. Again, arrangers and 
investors were united in their bullishness. 

A not-insignificant number of voters 
(13%) felt that we should be fretting about 
how the media (mainstream, we assume) is 
covering the CLO market. That’s perhaps 
understandable given a Bloomberg head-
line last month which posed the question: 
Which is scarier, climate change or CLOs? 

ESG has split the market
The biggest talking point and the most 
emotive topic was whether CLOs should 
adopt investment frameworks that 
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advantage of the period of loan 
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Analysis CLOs

incorporate environmental, social and gov-
ernance (ESG) analysis. 56% of respond-
ents said no, but some of the naysayers 
reasoned that they were not against ESG 
CLOs as a concept, rather, they were 
against managers being forced to adhere to 
such guidelines. 

“ESG should only be accepted if inves-
tors across the capital stack are also willing 
to live with less return and less diversity,” 
cautioned a US CLO portfolio manager. 

The other issue with ESG is that there 
is no definitive compliance framework. As 
a result, some respondents pointed out 

that ESG guidelines in CLOs should not be 
too prescriptive. “It should not be about 
nit-picking of small revenues related to a 
perceived ESG negative,” wrote another US 
CLO manager. 

It might just be that there is a natural 
tendency to accept the status quo. 67% 

What is the biggest risk to CLOs?
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Which firm is most willing to 
make a secondary market in  
US CLOs?

%

1 Citi 18

2 Nomura 18

3 Goldman Sachs 11

4 BofA 8

5 JP Morgan 6

Which firm is most willing to 
make a secondary market in 
European CLOs?

%

1 Barclays 18

2 Citi 17

3 Credit Suisse 10

4 JP Morgan 8

5 BofA 7

Which arranger achieves the best 
execution on new US CLOs? %

1 Citi 21
2 JP Morgan 13
3 Morgan Stanley 12
4= BofA 7
4= Credit Suisse 7
4= Wells Fargo 7

Which arranger is best at 
structuring US CLOs? %

1 JP Morgan 15

2 Citi 14

3 Morgan Stanley 10

4 Credit Suisse 9

5 BNP Paribas 8

Which arranger achieves the 
best execution on new European 
CLOs?

%

1 Citi 24

2 Barclays 16

3 Credit Suisse 12

4 BofA 11

5 JP Morgan 8

Which arranger provides the best 
CLO warehouse services? %

1 Citi 17
2 BNP Paribas 13
3= Morgan Stanley 10
3= Wells Fargo 10
5= Barclays 7
5= Credit Suisse 7

Which arranger is best at 
structuring European CLOs? %

1 Citi 19

2 Barclays 17

3 BofA 12

4= BNP Paribas 9

4= Credit Suisse 9

Which arranger achieves the best 
pricing transparency? %

1 Citi 24

2= Credit Suisse 11

2= JP Morgan 11

4 Morgan Stanley 9

5 BofA 8

It’s the way the market is going 
so we should embrace it
European CLO manager

CLOs should abide by ESG, but guidelines 
should be fairly loose. In short, it would be 
pretty easy to disqualify almost everyone
CLO service provider
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of respondents said that the best type 
of securitisation is a CLO with five years 
of reinvestment. Next highest was mid-
dle market CLOs with 16%. CBOs, high 
triple-C CLOs, infrastructure CLOs, static 
CLOs, CSOs and trups CDOs picked up the 
remaining 17% of the vote. 

Given the influx of new CLO managers 
this year we asked about the growth pros-
pects for these firms. Is there space in the 
market for new managers to launch CLOs 
and scale their businesses to $5 billion in 
AUM? An overwhelming 64% said no. 

Citi viewed as best arranger
Citi tops the 2019 new issue CLO league 
tables with $18.2 billion of deals through 
to the end of September (see page 16) 

but it’s not all about volumes — the bank 
is also viewed as the best CLO arranger 
according to the census. It has been voted 
leading arranger for price execution (US 
and Europe), best at structuring European 
CLOs, best warehouse provider and best at 
pricing transparency. JP Morgan prevented 
a Citi clean sweep: it was voted best at 
structuring US CLOs. 

Last year Citi had a similar level of 
dominance after winning the votes for best 
deal execution (US and Europe) and best at 
pricing transparency. 

The secondary market is a lot more 
closely fought. Citi beat Nomura by a single 
vote in the poll for best US CLO market 
maker. Barclays retained its position as 
leading European CLO market maker. 

Which firm provides the best CLO 
valuation service? %

1 Intex 20

2 IHS Markit 16

3 Houlihan Lokey 14

4 Bloomberg/Kanerai 12

5 Moody's Analytics 6

Which firm provides the best CLO 
portfolio management service? %

1 Black Mountain 45

2 Deloitte 17

3 Virtus Partners 16

4 Cortland 7

5 TMF Group 5

Which CLO trustee provides 
the clearest, most timely and 
accurate reporting?

%

1 US Bank 56

2 BNY Mellon 14

3 Wells Fargo 13

4 Citibank/Virtus 10

5= Deutsche Bank 2

5= State Street 2

Which firm provides the best 
offshore fund administration 
services?

%

1 Walkers 39
2 Maples Fiduciary 29

3 Estera 24

4 Intertrust SPV 4

5 TMF 2

Which firm provides the best 
offshore legal services? %

1 Walkers 42
2 Maples & Calder 26

3 Appleby Global 19

4 Arthur Cox 7

5 Matheson 4

Which law firm provides the best 
service to CLO managers? %

1 Dechert 22

2 Milbank 15

3 Allen & Overy 8

4 Paul Hastings 7

5= Cadwalader 6

5= Clifford Chance 6

Which rating agency does the 
best job for CLO investors? %

1 Moody's 40

2 Standard & Poor's 28

3 Fitch Ratings 22

4 Kroll 5

5 DBRS 3

Which bank provides the best 
CLO research? %

1 Wells Fargo 45

2= Nomura 11

2= Citi 11

4 BofA 8

5 Barclays 5

Which law firm provides the best 
service to CLO arrangers? %

1 Cadwalader 21

2 Paul Hastings 14

3 Dechert 12

4 Allen & Overy 9

5 Cleary Gottlieb 8

Methodology
• The 2019 CLO Census was an online 

survey. It was open over a two-week 
period in early October. We received 201 
responses, compared to 171 in 2018.  

• We asked respondents to indicate if they 

were a CLO manager, investor, arranger or 
service provider. 

• We vetted each response, reassigned 
responses where necessary and 
eliminated all cases where companies 
voted for themselves.

How do you feel about replacing 
Libor/Euribor?
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It seems to be an in-vogue 
thing. We need to see 
consistent adoption
European CLO investor

This is done at the asset manager 
level — implementing at the CLO 
level will just increase tiering
US CLO manager
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